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a b s t r a c t
The class of planar graphs has unbounded treewidth, since the k× k grid, ∀k ∈ N, is planar
and has treewidth k. So, it is of interest to determine subclasses of planar graphswhich have
bounded treewidth. In this paper, we show that if G is an even-hole-free planar graph, then
it does not contain a 9×9 gridminor. As a result, we have that even-hole-free planar graphs
have treewidth at most 49.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Robertson and Seymour introduced the definitions of tree-decomposition and treewidth in their series of papers on
graph minors, published during the nineties. It is known that many NP -hard problems can be polynomially solved if a
tree-decomposition of bounded treewidth is given. So, it is of interest to bound the treewidth of certain classes of graphs.
In this context, the planar graphs seem to be especially challenging because, despite having many known bounded metrics
(for example, maximum clique and chromatic number at most 4 [2,3]), they have unbounded treewidth (one only needs to
notice that the k × k grid is a planar graph and has treewidth k, for all k ∈ N [1]). So, an alternative approach is to restrict
ourselves to a subclass of planar graphs.
In this paper, we investigate the class of even-hole-free planar graphs (from now on, we will refer to this class as Γ ). In
[6], we show that a graph in Γ does not contain a 10× 10 grid subdivision. In this paper, we prove a stronger fact: a graph
in Γ does not have the 9 × 9 grid as a minor. In [4], Robertson et al. prove that if a planar graph G does not have a k × k
grid minor, then G has treewidth at most 6k− 5. This result, together with ours, implies that a graph of Γ has treewidth at
most 49.
2. Preliminaries
All the graphs in this paper are finite, simple and have non-empty vertex set. Let G = (V , E) and H = (V , E) be graphs.
We say that G contains H, denoted by H ⊆ G, if H is a subgraph of G. We say that G is H-free if H is not an induced
subgraph of G. If S ⊆ V (G), we denote by G[S] the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of S. A hole in G is an induced
cycle of size at least 4. If a hole has even size, we say that it is an even-hole. Let A, B ⊆ V . We denote by NA(B) the set
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{u ∈ A \ B : u ∈ N(v), for some v ∈ B}, and call it the neighborhood of B in A. The k× l grid is the graph Gk×l = (V , E), where
V = {vi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, i, j ∈ N} and E = {(vi,j, vi′,j′) : |i− i′| + |j− j′| = 1}.
Let (x, y) be an edge in G. The graph Gxy obtained from G by the contraction of (x, y) is such that V (Gxy) = V (G) \ {x, y} ∪
{x ∗ y}, and E(Gxy) = E(G \ {x, y})∪ {(x ∗ y, z) : z ∈ NG(x)∪ NG(y)}, where x ∗ y is the vertex obtained by the identification
of x and y. We say that a graph H is a minor of G if it can be obtained by a sequence of vertex or edge deletions, or edge
contractions.
A tree-decomposition of G is a pair 〈{Xi|i ∈ I}, T 〉, where each Xi is a subset of V and T is a tree whose nodes are the
elements of I . Furthermore, the following three properties must hold:
(1)
⋃
i∈I Xi = V ;
(2) for every edge (u, v) ∈ E, there exists i ∈ I such that {u, v} ⊆ Xi; and
(3) for all i, j, k ∈ I , if j lies on the path from i to k in T , then Xi ∩ Xk ⊆ Xj.
The width of 〈{Xi|i ∈ I}, T 〉 is equal to max{|Xi||i ∈ I}−1. The treewidth of G, tw(G), is the minimum k such that G admits
a tree-decomposition of width k. The following theorem is the main result presented in this paper:
Theorem 1. If G ∈ Γ , then G has no 9× 9 grid minor.
So, the following result, together with Theorem 1, leads to an upper bound for the treewidth of even-hole-free planar
graphs, as stated by Corollary 3.
Theorem 2 ([4]). If G is planar and does not contain a Gk×k minor, then tw(G) ≤ 6k− 5.
Corollary 3. If G ∈ Γ , then tw(G) ≤ 49.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section. We finish this section by introducing some notation and definitions.
Let G be any graph and let H ⊆ G be a minimal induced subgraph of G that contains a Gk×l minor, k, l ∈ N. Note that, since
such an H is minimal, Gk×l can be obtained from H only by edge contractions or deletions. Moreover, observe that each
vertex vi,j of Gk×l is originated by a subset of vertices of H , denoted by Vi,j, that induces a connected subgraph of H . We say
that (H,V), where V is the partition of V (H) formed by the sets Vi,j, is a model of Gk×l in G. We call each set Vi,j a node of
the model. We say that the nodes Vi,j and Vp,q are adjacent if vi,j and vp,q are adjacent vertices in Gk×l. Note that if Vi,j and
Vp,q are adjacent, then there must be at least one edge between them in H; however, if there is such an edge, they are not
necessarily adjacent. Finally, let Vi,j be a node. If i ∈ {1, k} and j ∈ {1, l}, we say that Vi,j is a corner node. If i ∈ {1, k} and
1 < j < l, or j ∈ {1, l} and 1 < i < kwe say that Vi,j is a border node. Finally, if 1 < i < k and 1 < j < l, we say that Vi,j is an
internal node.
Given three induced paths, P1, P2 and P3, we say that they are fittable if there are no chords between them, except perhaps
between their extremities. A dot–dot structure consists of two vertices and three fittable paths connecting them of length
at least two. A triangle–triangle structure consists of two non-intersecting K3’s, 〈x, y, z〉 and 〈x′, y′, z ′〉, and three fittable
paths, Px, Py and Pz , connecting x to x′, y to y′, and z to z ′, respectively. Since at least two of the paths have the same parity,
we have that if G is even-hole-free, then it does not contain either a dot–dot structure or a triangle–triangle structure as an
induced subgraph. In the next section, we show that a G9×9model in a planar graph contains a dot–dot or a triangle–triangle
structure. So, Theorem 1 follows.
3. Forbidden G9×9 minors
In the following, a forbidden structure is a dot–dot structure or a triangle–triangle structure. Let G be any graph of Γ and
let H be a model of Gk×l, k, l ∈ N. In the following subsections, we prove some lemmas in order to prove the theorem itself,
in Section 3.4.
3.1. Node structure
In this section, we present a lemma concerning the structure of a node in a model (H,V). Let G = (V , E) be a graph.
We say that G is of Type 1 if it is isomorphic to an induced path, G is of Type 2 if it is isomorphic to a tree with exactly three
vertices of degree 1, G is of Type 3 if it is isomorphic to a tree with exactly four vertices of degree 1, G is of Type 4 if it can be
obtained from a graph of Type 2 by removing the unique vertex of degree 3 and turning its neighborhood into a clique, and
finally G is of Type 5 if it can be obtained from a graph of Type 3, by removing one or two of its vertices of degree bigger than
2 and turning its neighborhood into a clique (if it has degree 3) or into K4 − e (if it has degree 4).
Lemma 4. For every node Vi,j of H, G[Vi,j] induces a graph of Type i, for i = 1, . . . , 5.
Proof. Let Vi,j be a node. We analyse the following cases:
(1) Vi,j is a corner node: we know that Vi,j is adjacent to exactly two nodes. Let them be V ′ and V ′′. Let u, v ∈ Vi,j be such that
u has at least one neighbor in V ′ and v, at least one neighbor in V ′′. Let P be a shortest path between u and v in G[Vi,j]. If
there is a vertexw ∈ Vi,j \ P , we can remove it and still have a k× l grid minor, a contradiction. So, G[Vi,j] is of Type 1.
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Fig. 1. Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 4.
Fig. 2. Case 3.a of the proof of Lemma 4.
(2) Vi,j is a border node: in this case, Vi,j is adjacent to exactly three nodes. Let them be V1, V2, V3. Suppose that V1, V2 are in
the same row, if i = 1 or i = k, or in the same column, otherwise. Let u, v ∈ Vi,j be adjacent to V1 and V2, respectively,
and P be a shortest path between u and v in G[Vi,j]. Let w ∈ Vi,j be adjacent to V3 and Pw be a shortest path between w
and P in G[Vi,j]. Note that Vi,j = P ∪ Pw . Ifw ∈ P , by the same argument as was used in the previous case, we have that
G[Vi,j] is an induced path, i.e. it is of Type 1. Otherwise, let w′ be the vertex of Pw that is adjacent to P (obviously, w′ is
uniquely defined, since Pw is a shortest path). Let 〈u = v1, . . . , vq = v〉 be an order of the vertices of P . Let vl and vr be
neighbors ofw′, with lminimum and r maximum (see Fig. 1. If l < r − 1, we can remove the vertices between vl and vr
and still have a k× l grid minor, a contradiction. So, Vi,j is formed by a vertex or a triangle, and three paths that meet in
this vertex or triangle (i.e., G[Vi, j] is of Type 2 or 4).
(3) Vi,j is a inner node: in this case, Vi,j has four adjacent nodes: Vi,j−1, Vi,j+1, Vi−1,j and Vi+1,j. Let u, v ∈ Vi,j be adjacent to
Vi,j−1 and Vi,j+1, respectively. Let P = 〈u = v1, . . . , vq = v〉 be a shortest path between u and v in G[Vi,j]. Let x ∈ Vi,j
be adjacent to Vi−1,j and Px be a shortest path between x and P in G[Vi,j]. Define y ∈ Vi,j and Py analogously for Vi+1,j.
Certainly, we have that Vi,j = P ∪ Px ∪ Py, for otherwise we would be able to remove vertices from Vi,j and still have a
k× l grid minor. If x and y are vertices of P , we have that Vi,j is an induced path, i.e., it is of Type 1. So suppose that x or
y does not belong to P . If x 6∈ P , denote by x′ the vertex of Px \ {x} that has a neighbor in P , and if x ∈ P , define x′ = x.
Define y′ similarly. Note that x′ and y′ are uniquely defined, since Px and Py are shortest paths. Observe that there is no
edge between Py \P and Px \P , sinceH is planar. Furthermore, P , Px and Py are induced paths. If G[Vi,j] is acyclic, then it is
of Type 2 or 3. If there is a cycle in Vi,j, this cycle must contain x′ or y′ and vertices of P . Let vlx and vrx be the neighbors of
x′ in P with minimum and maximum indices, respectively (if x′ belongs to P , define vlx = vrx = x′). Analogously, define
vly and vry . If lx = rx, then there is no cycle containing x′. The same is valid for y′. We will show that if lx < rx, then:
(1) lx = rx − 1; or (2) lx = rx − 2 and (vlx+1, x′) ∈ E(H) and ly = ry = lx + 1. In both cases, G[Vi,j] is of Type 4 or 5.
Analogously, the same is true for the values related to y. Suppose that lx < rx − 1, i.e., there exists at least one vertex
between vlx and vrx . We analyse the following situations:
(a) rx ≤ ry or ly ≤ lx (by symmetry, we may assume that rx ≤ ry; see Fig. 2). Note that, despite the relative positions of
vrx and vly , as lx < rx − 1 and vry is to the right of vrx , we can remove the vertices between vlx and vrx and still have
a path between y and P (i.e., Vi+1,j will still have an edge with Vi,j and the minor still exists, a contradiction, since H
is minimal).
(b) lx < ly ≤ ry < rx. We may assume that ry − 1 ≤ ly ≤ ry, since otherwise we have a situation analogous to the
one above. Observe Fig. 3. Suppose that ly = ry − 1. Then, we have at least the vertex vry occurring between vly and
vrx and H \ {vly+1, . . . , vrx−1} has a Gk×l minor, a contradiction. Then, ly = ry. By an analogous argument, we notice
that there cannot exist a vertex between vlx and vry nor one between vry and vrx . So, 〈x′, vlx , vlx+1, vrx , x′〉 is a cycle of
length 4. As H is even-hole-free, this cycle must have a chord. Also, as P is an induced path, (vlx , vrx) 6∈ E(H). Then,
the chord must be (x′, vry) = (x′, vlx+1). In this case, G[Vi,j] is of Type 5. 
We can then give a generalized description of a node Vi,j: it consists of a path, which we will call the primary path and
denote by Pi,j, and possible ‘‘lower’’ and ‘‘upper’’ paths connecting Vi,j to its adjacent nodes, which we will call secondary
paths. The ‘‘upper’’ (or ‘‘lower’’) path represented in the figure may not exist or theymight be connected to the primary path
by an edge, instead of triangles. Fig. 4 represents a node that contains both secondary paths as an illustration of the labels
defined below, which we introduce in order to simplify further proofs. Let (H,V) be a model of Gk×l in G:
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Fig. 3. Case 3.b of the proof of Lemma 4.
Fig. 4. General internal structure of a node Vi,j and its labels.
• Pi,j represents the primary path of Vi,j.
• If i < l, then PBi,j represents the ‘‘lower’’ secondary path.
• If i > 1, then PUi,j represents the ‘‘upper’’ secondary path.• li,j, ri,j: leftmost and rightmost vertices of Pi,j, respectively.
• If i > 1, ui,j denotes the extremity of PUi,j that is farther from Pi,j (i.e., ui,j is adjacent to Vi−1,j).
• If i > 1, u′i,j denotes the vertex in PUi,j \ Pi,j that is adjacent to Pi,j, if there is one; otherwise, define u′i,j = ui,j.
• If i > 1 and u′i,j 6∈ Pi,j, uli,j and uri,j denote the leftmost and rightmost neighbors of u′i,j in Pi,j, respectively; otherwise, define
uli,j = uri,j = u′i,j = ui,j.
• If i < k, we define bi,j, b′i,j, bli,j, bri,j in relation to PBi,j by a method analogous to that used before for the vertices in PUi,j.
Additionally, given x, y vertices of Pi,j, if x is to the left of y, we write x < y, and if it may also be the same vertex as y, we
write x ≤ y. Also, we denote the subpath of Pi,j containing all vertices from x to y by Pi,j[x, y] (and then Pi,j[li,j, ri,j] = Pi,j).
3.2. Operation on a node
Recall that V (H) may admit more than one partition whose contraction of the Vi,j’s leads to a Gk×l grid. The following
lemmas ensure that if (H,V) is amodel ofGk×l inG, then there exists anothermodel (H,V ′) that satisfies some requirements
for a specific node Vi,j and its neighborhood.
Lemma 5 (Cleaning-right). Let Vi,j be any internal node of a model (H,V). Then there exists a model (H,V ′) such that: (1) there
is only one edge between Vi,j and Vi,j+1; and, (2) the number of edges between two nodes on row i is at most the number of edges
between the corresponding nodes in (H,V).
Proof. Suppose there is an edge e = (x, y) between Vi,j and Vi,j+1, e 6= (ri,j, li,j+1), where x ∈ Vi,j and y ∈ Vi,j+1. We analyse
the following situations:
(1) x ∈ PBi,j \ Pi,j: obviously, |PBi,j| > 1, so b′i,j 6∈ Pi,j. Consider the model obtained by moving PBi,j \ Pi,j to the node Vi+1,j. In this
case, the edge (x, y) will be placed between nodes Vi+1,j and Vi,j+1. We observe that this operation may only increase
the number of edges between Vi,j and Vi+1,j (it happens when bli,j < b
r
i,j).
(2) x ∈ PUi,j \ Pi,j: analogous to the previous case, with the difference that the number of edges between adjacent nodes that
may increase is only between Vi,j and Vi−1,j.
(3) x ∈ Pi,j: Let v′ = max{bri,j, uri,j}. If v′ ≤ x < ri,j, it is possible to remove ri,j and still have a Gk×l minor, a contradiction. So,
x = ri,j or x < v′. First, consider the case where x 6= ri,j. Suppose v′ = bri,j (otherwise, a similar proof can be obtained by
setting v′ = uri,j). Observe Fig. 5. Note that, if bri,j < ri,j, we may remove ri,j without losing a Gk×l minor, and if bli,j < bri,j,
we may remove bri,j. So, v
′ = bli,j = bri,j = ri,j. Furthermore, since G is planar and Vi,j is an internal node, we have that
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Fig. 5. Part (a) represents node Vi,j and its adjacency nodes, Vi+1,j , Vi−1,j and Vi,j+1 , before the operation described in case 3 of the proof of Lemma 5. Part (b)
represents the situation after the operation.
x ≥ uri,j and, consequently, that uri,j < bri,j. In this case, let x′ be the right neighbor of x in Pi,j and consider the model
obtained from H by moving Pi,j[x′, ri,j] ∪ PBi,j from Vi,j to Vi+1,j. Denote by V ′i,j and V ′i+1,j the modified nodes. Note that, as
x ∈ V ′i,j, y ∈ Vi,j+1, x′ ∈ N(V ′i+1,j) and li,j ≤ uri,j ≤ x, we have that V ′i,j is adjacent to all of its previous adjacent nodes. So,
the subdivision obtained is indeed a model of Gk×l. In addition, note that the edge (ri,j, li,j+1) is now between the nodes
V ′i+1,j and Vi,j+1. Also, the only possibility of increasing the number of edges around Vi,j is between Vi+1,j and Vi+1,j−1, or
between Vi+1,j and Vi+1,j+1.
Now, consider the casewhere x = ri,j. Since (x, y) 6= (ri,j, li,j+1), then y 6= li,j+1. We can apply an analogous operation,
moving vertices from node Vi,j+1 to Vi+1,j+1, or to Vi−1,j+1. One can verify, by reviewing the proof, that again the number
of edges between nodes in row i cannot increase. 
The following lemma introduces two types of cleaning-down operation thatwill be applied, depending on the adjacencies
that may increase.
Lemma 6 (Cleaning-down). Let Vi,j be any internal node of amodel (H,V). Then there exists amodel (H,V ′) such that: (1) there
is only one edge between Vi,j and Vi+1,j; and, (2) the adjacencies that may increase when related to the model (H,V) are: from
Vi−1,j−1 to Vi,j−1; from Vi,j−1 to Vi+1,j−1; from Vi,j+1 to Vi+1,j+1; from Vi+1,j+1 to Vi+2,j+1; and one between the two types below:
(1) Type 1: from Vi−1,j to its neighbors, Vi−1,j−1 and Vi−1,j+1; and, from Vi+2,j to its neighbors, Vi+2,j−1 and Vi+2,j+1; or
(2) Type 2: from Vi,j to Vi,j−1; and, from Vi+1,j to Vi+1,j+1.
Proof. Suppose there is an edge e = (x, y) between Vi,j and Vi+1,j, where x ∈ Vi,j, y ∈ Vi+1,j and e 6= (bi,j, ui+1,j). Suppose
x 6= bi,j. Note that, if bi,j 6∈ Pi,j, we may remove it and still have a Gk×l minor. So, bi,j ∈ Pi,j. In addition, since H is planar and
1 < j < l, then x 6∈ PUi,j \ Pi,j. So, we have that x ∈ Pi,j. Suppose, without loss of generality, that bi,j < x. We analyse the
following cases:
(1) uri,j < x (see Fig. 6 observing that u
r
i,j is not necessarily to the left of bi,j). Consider the model obtained from H by moving
all vertices occurring to the right of v′ = max{bi,j, uri,j} from Vi,j to Vi,j+1 (denote the modified nodes by V ′i,j and V ′i,j+1).
Note that, since li,j ≤ uri,j, bi,j ≤ v′ < x, the subdivision obtained is indeed a model of Gk×l. In addition, the edge (x, y)
is now between Vi,j+1 and Vi+1,j, decreasing the number of edges between Vi,j and Vi+1,j. Also, since the adjacency of V ′i,j
and Vi−1,j does not change (uri,j ≤ v′ < x) and Pi,j is an induced path (i.e., v′ has only one right neighbor in Pi,j), the
number of edges between V ′i,j and Vi−1,j and the number of edges between V
′
i,j and Vi,j+1 cannot increase when related to
the adjacencies of Vi,j. Remark that the number of edges between Vi,j+1 and Vi−1,j+1, or between Vi,j+1 and Vi+1,j+1 may
increase.
(2) x ≤ uri,j (for an illustration, see Fig. 7). We may obtain a new model from (H,V) by moving all vertices occurring
to the left of x from Vi,j to Vi,j−1. Let x′ be the vertex to the left of x in Pi,j. Note that, since x ≤ uri,j ≤ ri,j and
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Fig. 6. Part (a) represents node Vi,j and its adjacent nodes, Vi+1,j , Vi−1,j and Vi,j+1 , before the operation described in the proof of Lemma 6, for the case
where there is more than one edge between Vi,j and Vi+1,j and where uri,j < x. Part (b) represents the situation after the operation.
a
b
Fig. 7. Part (a) represents node Vi,j and its adjacent nodes, Vi+1,j , Vi−1,j , Vi,j+1 and Vi,j−1 , before the operation described in the proof of Lemma 6, for the
case where there is more than one edge between Vi,j and Vi+1,j and where x ≤ uri,j . Part (b) represents the situation after the operation. Note that, even if
x = uri,j , the operation works properly.
(x′, x), (x, y) ∈ E(G), the subdivision obtained is actually a Gk×l model. In addition, the numbers of edges between V ′i,j
and Vi−1,j and between V ′i,j and Vi,j+1 do not increase, while the number of edges between V
′
i,j and Vi+1,j decreases with
respect to their corresponding nodes in (H,V). Note that, if uli,j < x ≤ uri,j, then the number of edges between nodes
Vi,j−1 and V ′i,j may increase when compared to their corresponding nodes in (H,V). So, if we want to apply operation of
Type 2, we are done. Otherwise, we move the subpath PUi,j \ Pi,j to the node Vi−1,j. Note that, at the end, the number of




i−1,j+1 may increase with respect to the number of edges between
their corresponding nodes in (H,V), i.e., we have an operation of Type 1.
If x = bi,j, then y 6= ui+1,j and we can apply an analogous operation by moving some vertices from node Vi+1,j to Vi+1,j+1
and, eventually, to Vi+2,j. One can verify that it is possible to carry out these operations in such a way that either Type 1, or
Type 2 applies. 
In Fig. 8, we emphasize the adjacencies that may increase after a cleaning-down operation on node Vi,j.
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Fig. 8. Adjacencies that may increase after a cleaning-down operation on the node Vi,j .
Fig. 9. Representation of case (i) of the proof of Lemma 7. The relative positions of bri,j and u
l




i+2,j may be different from this; however
this does not affect the correctness of the proof.
3.3. Vertex or triangle and the fittable paths
We say that (H ′ ⊂ H,V ′ ⊂ V) is a (p, q)-internal submodel of (H,V) if it is a Gp×q model that uses consecutive ‘‘rows’’
and ‘‘columns’’ of (H,V) and contains only internal nodes of (H,V). As we have said before, wewill prove that a G9×9model
has a forbidden structure (dot–dot or triangle–triangle structure).
Let (H ′,V ′) be a (3, 2)-internal submodel of (H,V). Set i and j to be the indices of the first rowand first columnof (H ′,V ′).
We say that (H ′,V ′) iswell-formed if there is a unique edge connecting Vi+1,j to Vi,j, Vi+1,j+1 and Vi+2,j. The following lemma
gives a hint as to how to pick the vertices or triangles of a forbidden structure in this submodel.
Lemma 7. Let (H ′,V ′) be a well-formed (3, 2)-internal submodel of (H,V)whose indices of the first row and first column are i
and j, respectively. Then H ′ contains a vertex (or a triangle) and three fittable paths connecting this vertex (or triangle) to vertices
ui,j, bi+2,j and ri+1,j+1.
Proof. We analyse the following cases:
(i) There are no edges between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi,j or between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi+2,j (see an illustration in Fig. 9). Suppose that
bri+1,j ≥ uri+1,j (otherwise, the argument is analogous; we just have to exchange the roles played by the two vertices
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Fig. 10. Representation of case (ii) of the proof of Lemma 7. The relative positions of bri,j and u
l








i+2,j may be different
from this; however this does not affect the correctness of the proof.
in the proof). Take a shortest path P1 between bri+1,j and ui,j contained in Pi+1,j[uri+1,j, bri+1,j] ∪ PUi+1,j ∪ Vi,j, a shortest
path P2 between bri+1,j and bi+2,j contained in P
B
i+1,j ∪ Vi+2,j, and a path P3 = Pi+1,j[bri+1,j, ri+1,j] ∪ Pi+1,j+1 between bri+1,j
and ri+1,j+1. If there are no edges between these paths, we have a vertex (bri+1,j) and three fittable paths. Otherwise, the
only possible edges occur when 〈bri+1,j, bli+1,j, b′i+1,j〉 or 〈bri+1,j, uri+1,j, b′i+1,j〉 is a K3, in which case we have a triangle and
three fittable paths.
(ii) There are edges only between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi,j: note that the shortest path between bri+1,j and ri+1,j+1 taken in the
previous case does not have vertices from the secondary paths of Vi+1,j+1 that are not in Pi+1,j+1, since (ri+1,j, li+1,j+1)
is the only edge between these nodes. So, if the existing edges between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi,j are not incident to Pi+1,j+1, we
may take the same paths as were taken in the previous case. So, suppose there exists (x, y) ∈ E(H) such that x ∈ Vi,j
and y ∈ Pi+1,j+1. Certainly, as H is planar and (H ′,V ′) is internal to H , we have
y ≤ uli+1,j+1 and (1)
x ∈ PBi,j or (x ∈ Pi,j and x ≥ bri,j). (2)
If x ∈ Pi,j and x > max{uli,j, bli,j}, for all edges (x, y) between Vi,j and Pi+1,j+1, then the shortest path, P , between bri+1,j
and ui,j taken in case (i) is such that there are no edges between Vi+1,j+1 and P . Consequently, the substructure taken in
that case still induces a desired substructure. Then, we can consider that there exists an edge (x, y) such that x ∈ Vi,j,
y ∈ Pi+1,j+1 and
x ∈ PBi,j or (x ∈ Pi,j and x ≤ max{uli,j, bli,j}). (3)
Observe Fig. 10 (vertex x is in the primary path; however it could be in PBi,j). Let (x, y) be such that Eq. (3) is valid, x is
the closest to uli,j and y is the closest to u
l
i+1,j+1. Consider a shortest path P1 in G[Vi,j] between x and ui,j, a shortest path
P2 in G[Vi,j ∪ Vi+1,j ∪ Vi+2,j] between x and bi+2,j; and P3 = {x} ∪ Pi+1,j+1[y, ri+1,j+1].
Certainly, there is no edge between P1 and P3 by the choice of (x, y) and the planarity of G. Let us denote the vertex
to the left of uri,j by u
r−1




i,j . Note that, as the paths within each node are induced,
except for the possible triangles connecting the secondary paths to the primary path, if there is any edge between P1
and P2 we have
bri,j ≤ ur−1i,j < x = uri,j, or
uri,j ≤ br−1i,j < x = bri,j.
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Fig. 11. Representation of case (ii) of the proof of Lemma 7. The relative positions of bri,j and u
l








i+2,j may be different
from this; however this does not affect the correctness of the proof.
However, by Eq. (3), we know that none of these situations may occur, i.e., there is no edge between P1 and P2.
Now, we analyse the existence of edges between P2 and P3. Note that, by the planarity of the graph and choice of
(x, y), the only possible edges between P2 and P3 are between P2 and y. If y is adjacent only to x, or only to x and the
neighbor of x in P2, we have the desired structure. Otherwise, let x′ be the vertex in P2 that is adjacent to y and that is
the farthest from x (note that such vertex may be in Vi+1,j, when y = li+1,j+1 and x = ri+1,j ∈ P2). Now, take vertex y
and the paths P1 ∪{y}, Pi+1,j+1[y, ri+1,j+1] and a shortest path between y and bi+2,j in Pi+1,j+1[li+1,j+1, y] (see Fig. 11). By
the choice of (x′, y) and by the previous arguments, we know that these paths have no edges between them. So y and
the three paths P1, P2 and P3 induce the desired fittable paths.
(iii) There are edges only between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi+2,j: analogous to the previous case.
(iv) There are edges between Vi+1,j+1 and Vi,j and Vi+1,j+1 and Vi+2,j: Let (x, y), (u, v) ∈ E(H), where u ∈ Vi,j, x ∈ Vi+2,j
and y, v ∈ Vi+1,j+1. Again, we have that if y 6∈ Pi+1,j+1 or v 6∈ Pi+1,j+1, we may consider one of the previous cases.
Suppose u is the closest to uli,j in Vi,j, that x is the closest to b
l
i+2,j in Vi+2,j and that v is the closest to u
l
i+1,j+1 and y is the
closest to bli+1,j+1. Suppose, without loss of generality, that v ≤ y (see Fig. 12). Take the path P1 = Pi+1,j+1[y, ri+1,j+1], a
shortest path P2 between y and ui,j in G[Vi,j∪Pi+1,j+1[v, y]], and a shortest path P3 between y and bi+2,j passing through
Vi+2,j ∪ {y}. By the choice of (u, v) and (x, y), there is no edge either between P1 and P2, or between P1 and P3. Besides,
note that the only possible edges between P2 and P3 are between x and Pi+1,j+1[v, y] ⊂ P2. If x is adjacent only to y or
only to y and to the vertex immediately to the right of y in Pi+1,j+1[v, y], we have a vertex, or triangle, and three fittable
paths, as desired. Otherwise, let v′ be the vertex in Pi+1,j+1[v, y], farthest from y, such that (x, v′) ∈ E(H). Take vertex
x and the following paths: a shortest path between x and ui,j in Vi,j ∪ Pi+1,j+1[v, v′] ∪ {x}, a shortest path between x and
bi+2,j in Vi+2,j and a shortest path between x and ri+1,j+1 in {x} ∪ Pi+1,j+1[y, ri+1,j+1] (see Fig. 13). By the choice of v′ and
by what was previously stated, we have a vertex and three fittable paths. 
3.4. Main theorem
The following theorem implies Theorem 1.
Theorem 8. Let (H,V) be a G9×9 model. Then, H contains a forbidden structure.
Proof. Consider the model (H,V ′) obtained from (H,V) by applying the following successive cleaning operations:
• Cleaning-right on nodes: V4,2, V4,3, V4,6, V4,7 and V8,i, for i = 3, . . . , 6.• Cleaning-down of Type 1 on nodes: V3,2, V4,2, V3,8, V4,8 and V7,5.• Cleaning-down of Type 2 on nodes: V2,2, V5,2, V2,8, V5,8 and V6,5.
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Fig. 12. Representation of case (iv) of the proof of Lemma 7. The relative positions of bri,j and u
l




i+2,j may be different from this; however
this does not affect the correctness of the proof.
Observe that this sequence of operations is such that none can increase a neighborhood cleaned at a previous step.
Let us choose three (3, 2)-internal submodels of (H,V ′) as follows: (S l,V(S l))whose indices of the first, second and third
rows are 3, 4 and 5, respectively, and whose indices of the first and second columns are 2 and 3, respectively; (Sb,V(Sb))
whose indices of the first, second and third rows correspond to columns 4, 5 and 6, respectively, and whose indices of
the first and second columns correspond to rows 7 and 8, respectively; and (Sr ,V(Sr)) whose indices of the first, second
and third rows are 3, 4 and 5, respectively, and whose indices of the first and second columns correspond to columns 8
and 7, respectively. Fig. 14 represents a G9×9 model. The nodes are represented by the intersection of columns and rows,
and the lines represent the edges between adjacent nodes. Note that other edges are not represented and that a line
between adjacent nodes can represent several edges in the real model and its three grey (3, 2)-internal submodels represent
(S l,V(S l)), (Sb,V(Sb)) and (Sr ,V(Sr)).
By the choice of these submodels and cleaning operations applied before, the three submodels are well-formed. So
Lemma 7 applied to (S l,V(S l)) guarantees that there exists a triangle of a vertex and three fittable paths in S l joining this
triangle or vertex, let us call it K l, to u3,2, b5,2 and r4,3. Lemma 7 can also be applied to (Sb,V(Sb)) to find a triangle or vertex,
denoted by K b, and three fittable paths joining K b to l8,4, u7,5 and r8,6. Finally, by applying Lemma 7 to (Sr ,V(Sr)), a vertex
or a triangle K r can be found together with three fittable paths joining it to vertices u3,8, l4,7 and b5,8.
Finally, consider the following paths (they are emphasized in Fig. 14):
• a shortest path between u3,2 and u3,8 contained in G[{u3,2} ∪ V2,2 ∪ (⋃2≤j≤8 V1,j) ∪ V2,8 ∪ {u3,8}] denoted by P1;
• a shortest path between r4,3 and l4,7 contained in G[{r4,3} ∪ (⋃4≤j≤6) ∪ {l4,7}] denoted by P2;
• a shortest path between r4,3 and u7,5 contained in G[{r4,3} ∪ V4,4 ∪ (⋃4≤i≤6 Vi,5) ∪ {u7,5}] denoted by P3;
• a shortest path between l4,7 and u7,5 contained in G[{l4,7} ∪ V4,6 ∪ (⋃4≤i≤6 Vi,5) ∪ {u7,5}] denoted by P4;
• a shortest path between l8,4 and b5,2 contained in G[{l8,4} ∪ V8,3 ∪ (⋃6≤i≤8 Vi,2) ∪ {b5,2}] denoted by P5;
• a shortest path between r8,6 and b5,8 contained in G[{r8,6} ∪ V8,7 ∪ (⋃6≤i≤8 Vi,8) ∪ {b5,8}] denoted by P6;• a shortest path between b5,2 and b5,8 contained in P5 ∪ P6 ∪ G[V8,5] denoted by P7;
• a shortest path between u3,2 and r8,6 contained in P1 ∪ P6 ∪ G[V4,8] denoted by P8; and
• a shortest path between u3,8 and l8,4 contained in P1 ∪ P5 ∪ G[V4,2] denoted by P9.
Observe that P1, P2 and P7 are three fittable paths between K l and K r , P3, P5 and P8 are three fittable paths between K l
and K b and P4, P6 and P9 are three fittable paths between K r and K b. Since at least two of K l, K r and K b are of the same type
(either they are triangles or they are vertices), without loss of generality, suppose K l and K r , we have that K l, K r and paths
P3, P5 and P8 induce a forbidden structure as claimed. 
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Fig. 13. Representation of case (iv) of the proof of Lemma 7. The relative positions of bri,j and u
l




i+2,j may be different from this; however
this does not affect the correctness of the proof.










Fig. 14. G9×9 model.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have found an upper bound for the treewidth of the planar even-hole-free graphs. We observe that
this class of graphs contains the planar geodetic graphs [7] (a graph is geodetic if the shortest path between any pair of its
vertices is unique). Since there exists a planar even-hole-free graph containing a 3× 3 grid minor [5], it is an open problem
to determine the smallest integer k, 4 ≤ k ≤ 8, such that a planar even-hole-free graph G does not have a Gk×k minor.
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